Modelling the Stereovision-Correspondence-Analysis task by Lateral Inhibition in Accumulative Computation problem-solving method
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Abstract

Recently, the Algorithmic Lateral Inhibition (ALI) method and the Accumulative Computation (AC) method have proven to be efficient in modelling at the knowledge level for general-motion-detection tasks in video sequences. More precisely, the task of persistent motion detection has been widely expressed by means of the AC method, whereas the ALI method has been used with the objective of moving objects detection, labelling and further tracking. This paper exploits the current knowledge of our research team on the mentioned problem-solving methods to model the Stereovision-Correspondence-Analysis (SCA) task. For this purpose, ALI and AC methods are combined into the Lateral Inhibition in Accumulative Computation (LIAC) method. The four basic subtasks, namely “LIAC 2D Charge-Memory Calculation”, “LIAC 2D Charge-Disparity Analysis” and “LIAC 3D Charge-Memory Calculation” in our proposal of SCA are described in detail by inferential CommonKADS schemes. It is shown that the LIAC method may perfectly be used to solve a complex task based on motion information inherent to binocular video sequences.
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1. Modelling the Stereovision-Correspondence-Analysis task

1.1. The Lateral Inhibition in Accumulative Computation method

Recently, the Algorithmic Lateral Inhibition (ALI) method, as well as the Accumulative Computation (AC) method, has proven to be greatly efficient in modelling at the knowledge level for general-motion-detection tasks in video sequences. More precisely, the task of persistent motion detection has been widely expressed by means of the AC method (Mira, Fernández, López, Delgado, & Fernández-Caballero, 2003), whereas the ALI method has been used with the objective of moving-objects detection (Mira, Delgado, Fernández-Caballero, & Fernández, 2004), labelling and further tracking (López, Fernández-Caballero, Mira, Delgado, & Fernández, 2006). This paper exploits our research team current knowledge on the problem-solving methods mentioned to model the Stereovision-Correspondence-Analysis (SCA) task (López-Valles, Fernández, Fernández-Caballero, & Gómez, 2005). For this purpose, ALI and AC methods are combined into the Lateral Inhibition in Accumulative Computation (LIAC) method (Fernández-Caballero, Fernández, Mira, & Delgado, 2003) as a powerful problem-solving method
for \( u = 1 \text{ to } (H_{\max}/2) \)
for \( v=(V_{\max}-1) \text{ to } 1 \)
for \( d=1 \text{ to } d_{\max} \)  \\
\[ s_1 = \max \{ S_3(u,v,d,t), S_3(u,v+1,d,t) \} \]
\[ s_2 = 0 \]
\[ S_3(u,v,d,t) = \begin{cases} 
  s_1 & \text{if } S_3(u,v,d,t) = 1 \\
  s_2 & \text{if } S_3(u,v,d,t) = 0 
\end{cases} \]
(12)

4.2. 3D Depth-Memory Calculation

Once we have calculated the region’s sizes which each charge Memory correspondence belongs to, we need to associate, as maximum reliability disparity for each pixel, those values whose charge \( S_3_{u,v,d}(u,v,d,t) \) is maximal in \( d \). With this, we are imposing the uniqueness restriction, since each processing element will only have a single disparity value as a final value.

This subtask has the 3D Charge-Correspondence Memory \( S_3_{u,v,d}(u,v,d,t) \) as input and the maximum disparity imposed by the disparity restriction as static role. The processing carried out to obtain the disparity associated to each charge element is also shown in the following expression:

\[
D_3_{u,v,t} = i S_3_{u,v,i,t} \\
\geq S_3_{u,v,j,t}, \quad \forall(i,j), \quad 0 \leq i, j \leq d_{\max} 
\]
(13)

This operation tries, basically, to find the value for \( i \) whose \( S_3_{u,v,i,t} \) is maximum in the third dimension. The arrangement restriction is included in the method proposed for the charge-disparity-analysis subtask, since the specific correspondence verification and subsequent region configuration means maintaining the order of the found correspondences.

Based on the charge disparity calculation done and the camera system’s geometric analysis, we can estimate the moving elements’ depth. With this, we have obtained a stereoscopic motion Memory in which each moving element from the scene appears associated to its depth. Fig. 14 shows a graph of the input and output roles to the 3D Depth-Memory Calculation subtask.

5. Conclusions

In this paper a combination of the ALI and AC methods into the Lateral Inhibition in Accumulative Computation (LIAC) method is presented as a powerful problem-solving method for the task of correspondence analysis in binocular stereovision. The current work has shown the convenience of modelling knowledge of tasks and methods in terms of a library of reusable components (inferential verbs “evaluate”, “compare” and “select”) and a set of input and output roles played by the entities of the application domain. For each one of the subtasks the results of the inferential scheme are illustrated.

Up to now, the common stereovision techniques are based on shape, analyzing disparity, and thus obtaining depth based on the system’s geometry. However, they are basically static. This article proposes a new alternative which allows the continuous obtaining of three-dimensional information about motion in a scene. The motion trails of several moving objects in each frame will be different to each other due to the different nature of their movements. However, a single moving object will create very similar trails in both permanence memories that make up a stereo pair. This makes the trail-based correspondence analysis simple and robust at the same time.

The solution proposed involves a type of process which tries to take advantage of the use of high-order primitives and pixels only. On the one hand, the elements placed in correspondences are regions obtained from moving objects’ motion trails by means of permanence memory interpretation. Again, this enables to obtain simple and robust correspondences. On the other hand, the fact that each pixel can decide, through a local analysis and based on motion trail overlapping, which disparity is more reliable creates a dense disparity memory, which is considered the biggest advantage in pixel-based correspondence systems.
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